Methods for exposure
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Gerard Hoek

Background
• Many studies have documented health
effects of short-term changes in ambient air
pollution
• Fewer studies on long-term exposures
• Public health impact even more important
than of the short-term exposures
• Long-term: annual average or multi-year
averages
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Examples of epidemiological studies

Dockery, NEJM 1993; 329: 1753-9
Air pollution and mortality, Six City study
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Challenges of exposure assessment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Biologically relevant pollutant
Long-term average
Biologically relevant time period (latency)
For each individual (no distribution!)
For typically large number of subjects

Concentration - Exposure –-dose
Concentration in environment
Time activity patterns
Exposure
Time activity patterns
Dose

Methods
Outdoor air pollution
• Monitoring
• Interpolation
• Indicator variables
• Land use regression
• Dispersion models
Outdoor to personal
• Indoor exposures
• Time activity patterns
• Personal exposure

Monitoring
• Most used method in air pollution
epidemiology
• Frequently one ambient monitor is used to
represent ambient air exposures in a
community.
• Is this correct?
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Spatial variation
• There is considerable spatial variation of
important air pollutants within cities
• Problematic for epidemiological studies
comparing communities, if the within area spatial
variability of annual averages is large compared to
the between area variability

Effect of site type on NO2 RR estimate.
Filleul et al. OEM 2005;62:453-60.
Total

CVD

Lung
cancer

All sites
(n=24)

0.96

1.01

0.97

Traffic sites
excluded
(n=18)

1.14

1.27

1.48
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Strengths and weaknesses of
monitoring?

Interpolation of measurements

Spatial interpolation (1)

Spatial interpolation (2)
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Interpolation methods
• Standard in geo-statistics
• Inverse distance weighing
• Kriging

Indicator variables
Assessed the ACS cohort (~23,000 subjects) in
Los Angeles area
Spatial interpolation of monitoring data

•
•
•
•

Living near a major road
Traffic intensity residential road
School near freeway
Smoking
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Site type
ratio traffic / background Amsterdam
2,5
2

PM10
PM2.5
PM10 absorbance
PM2.5 absorbance
BaP
Benzene

1,5
1
0,5
0

Ratio of OUTDOOR concentrations
Lancet, 2002

Subjective traffic exposure indicators
• Questionnaire
• Is your home located in a major street or side
street?
• Are trucks passing your home
–
–
–
–

Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Often

Problems
• Information bias: subjects with symptoms /
cancer might recognize / remember
exposures more readily
• Accuracy
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Validation of subjective truck
intensity, Torino (Ciccone, 1998)
Self-reported
Never / seldom

Actual counts
(trucks / hour)
98

Sometimes

101

Often

167

Objective traffic exposure indicators
• Municipal records / self-counting
• Traffic intensity residential street
• Traffic volume in school-district
• Distance to major roads
– <20m versus 20-150m
– <200m, 200-500 m, > 500 m

Correlation of traffic density and
measured outdoor NO2
(Raaschou-Nielsen, 2000)

NO2 and BS and distance to a Dutch
freeway (Roorda-Knape, 1998)
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Indicator variables??

Land use regression

• Jerrett et al. 2005 in their 2005 review have
stated that we are beyond the use of traffic
indicator variables
• I believe they have sufficient merit to
consider them

Land use regression
• Consists of
– Monitoring at small number of sites
– Collection of GIS data
– Development of stochastic model (linear
regression)

SAVIAH study
• Four areas: Huddersfield (UK), Amsterdam (NL),
Prague (CR), Poznan (POL)
• NO2 measurements at 80 sites
• Four 14-day samples using Palmes tube
• GIS containing
- monitored NO2 concentrations;
- road traffic (e.g. road network, traffic volume)
- land cover/land use
- altitude
• Development of regression equation
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SAVIAH study - Huddersfield
• Computation of a weighted traffic volume
factor (Tvol300) for 300 m buffer around
monitoring site
• Computation of land cover factor (Land300) for
300 m buffer around monitoring site
• Development of regression equation:
MeanNO2 = 11.83 + (0.004 Tvol300) +
(0.268Land300) – (0.036Alt) + (6.777Sampht)

Land use
regression
models for
NO2

Nassaukade

Low air pollution concentrations

Watergraafsmeer
High air pollution concentrations

Wiboutstraat

Ring Amsterdam

Study area

R2 of model

Amsterdam (NL),

0.62

Huddersfield (UK),

0.61

Prague (CZ)

0.71

UK

0.96

Munich, Germany

0.77

Netherlands

0.85

Munich

0.62

El Paso, Texas

0.81

Toronto, Canada

0.63

Montreal, Canada

0.54

El Paso, Texas

>0.90***

EU

0.34

North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany

0.90

San Diego County, California, US

0.79

Hamilton, Ontario
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Netherlands
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Munich

0.51

Rome

0.69

Oslo

0.77

Toronto

0.69

Vancouver

0.56
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Comparisons with interpolation
methods
• In SAVIAH, LUR predicted NO2 concentrations
in three European cities substantially better
• In New York city, land use regression slightly
outperformed kriging in predicting PM2.5
concentrations at validation sites
• Difference due to the much smoother spatial
patterns for PM2.5, which has a strong regional
background component.

Dispersion modeling
• Explicit formula for the dispersion of
emissions from a source to receptor points
using physical laws
• Gaussian plume model frequently used
• Includes dispersion but also chemical
transformation and deposition
• Different scales: local to continental

LUR vs dispersion models
• Comparisons with dispersion models have suggested that
LUR models perform at least as good as the more detailed
dispersion models in explaining spatial variation.
• In Huddersfield, UK land-use regression explained 82% of
the variability of the NO2 concentrations at validation sites
whereas the CALINE-3 model explained 63% of the NO2
variability
• In Munich, a stochastic model explained slightly more
variability of the NO2 concentrations at the monitoring site
(R2 = 0.62) than a dispersion model (R2 = 0.46)

Dispersion modeling: problems
• Input data may be problematic
• Validation often limited
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Personal PM2.5 exposure monitoring

From outdoor to personal exposure

Personal exposure monitoring
• Not typically used for exposure assessment
because of logistic reasons
• Very useful and in fact underused in
environmental epidemiology for validation

Traffic intensity on street of residence (vehicles/24 h)

• So far we have discussed methods to assess
individual ambient exposures
• Do we need more?
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FIGURE 1. Traffic intensity on street of residence for the participants
living on a background location and for the participants living on a busy road.
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• People spend a large fraction of their time
indoors
• Indoor concentrations may differ from
outdoor concentrations
• Time activity patterns
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Distribution of personal and outdoor exposure to PM2.5, Soot, NO, NO2 and NOx
for adults living on a background location or on a busy road.

Factors affecting indoor-outdoor
relationships
1.
2.
3.
4.

Penetration (infiltration)
Air exchange rates
Decay rate
Indoor sources

Mass balance models
used to describe the concentration in indoor air as a
function of outdoor air and indoor sources

Cin = (P * a Cout ) / (a + k) + Qis / (a + k)V
Cin
Cout
P
a
k

Qis
V

= conc. particles indoor (ug/m3)
= conc. particles outdoor (ug/m3)
= penetration factor
= air exchange rate (h-1)
= decay rate (h-1)
= emission indoor sources (ug.h-1)
= home volume (m3)
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Ventilation
• Correlation between personal and ambient PM2.5
(left) and sulfate (right) for well ventilated indoor
environments (Sarnat et al., 2000)

Ventilation
• Correlation between personal and ambient PM2.5
(left) and sulfate (right) for poorly ventilated indoor
environments (Sarnat et al., 2000)

Time activity patterns
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Dorre JEAEE 1997; 7: 471-491

Time spent in different microenvironments; NL school children
April October December

Personal exposure and time spent in traffic
Time spent in traffic

PM2.5
Soot
NO
NO2
NOx

Ratioa

95% CI

1.28
1.12
0.99
0.94
0.97

1.08, 1.51
1.00, 1.27
0.71, 1.40
0.78, 1.15
0.79, 1.20

Kitchen

4

4

4

Living room

20

19
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Bedroom

53

51
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Other indoors

14

19

19

outdoors

9

7

3

Ratio of personal exposure to soot for
subjects living in high and low traffic
intensity roads depends on time spent
at home
• Subjects > 43 h home: 1.28 (CI: 1.06, 1.54)
• Subjects < 43 h home: 1.07 (CI: 0.85, 1.35)
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Personal NO2 and traffic density in
children attending freeway schools
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Conclusions
• EA for long-term studies is challenging
• Monitoring alone cannot typically provide
individual exposure estimates because of
spatial variation
• Indicator variables and modeling may
provide useful exposure estimates
• Land use regression is a promising tool

Fig. 9. Scatterplot for outdoor/personal (R2=0.965 and indoor/personal
(R2=0.983) NO2 ratios of aggregated data (annual mean estimates) N:
INDOOR=1501, N: OUTDOOR=1544, N: personal DATA=1494 (Monn
et al., 1998).

Conclusions continued
• Focusing on the outdoor environment may result
in substantial misclassification of exposure
• Factors affecting infiltration of outdoor air
indoors such as air exchange rate are important but
difficult to assess
• Time activity patterns important (at home,
travelling)
• Personal exposure monitoring useful for validation
purposes mainly
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